.256 Mannlicher-Schoenauer

7 mm. Mauser solid

.303 Mark VI

.450/.400 solid

.416 solid

Terse comments on a controversial subject by one
of the world's most interesting big-game hunters
there are few more hotly

I contested subjects than that of the
caliber of rifles for use against large
SUPPOSE

This is perhaps the last article written
by W. D. M. Bell-called the first man
to use the high-velocity rifle in Africabefore his death late in June 1954.
Prepared at THE RiflEMAN's request, it
summarizes Bell's strong opinions on
rifles for dangerous game, opinions he
developed in 30 years of adventuring.
Climaxed by five years of hunting with
the natives of the Karamojo district of
Uganda-Kenya, this experience earned
him the appellation of 'Karamojo', Bell
and the reputation as an advocate of
the high-velocity smallbore rifle. Bell
was infinitely successful in the use of
a .275 Rigby Mauser on elephant, having used this caliber in killing most of
his bag of 1011.
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game, especially against that considered
to be dangerous. Ever since man began to walk erect-even before that, I
expect-this controversy probably raged
as freely as it does now, if not about
rifles then about clubs, bludgeons, battle axes, and bows. It may in fact be
stated, with fair reason, that bores of all
kinds have existed in great numbers
since the word go.
It will be observed that it is almost
invariably the Big Bore who attacks the
Small Bore. Why this should be so is
at first glance not apparent. It can be
stated with very fair accuracy that the
Small Bore does not usually bear any ill
will towards the Big Bore. I should say
that, on the contrary, the Small Bore
rather commiserates with his brother
Bore for having to burden himself with
his heavy equipment.
On the other hand, the Big Bore will
take every opportunity to attack the
Small Bore. He will perjure his soul by
declaring the smallbore rifle to be unsporting. He will even go so far as to
declare that the use of smallbores should
be made illegal. \Vhy should the Big
Borc get so hot under the collar about

the number of thousandths of an inch
tha t constitu tes the difference between,
say, a .270 and a .375?
Is it that the Big Bore has devoted
painstaking, laborious research into the
effect on animals weighing several tons
of this so important 105 thousandths
of an inch? Has he, perchance, stumbled on some important truth. hidden
from less penetrating eyes? Not a bit
of it. He generally knows rather less
of matters of moment to riflemen. Usually he will leave the matter of choice
of weapon to his chosen gun maker and
should he be successful-as very often
he is, for even a .600 caliber 900-grain
bullet in the right place will kill as dead
as a 100-grain bullet-they forever
swear by that particular rifle, and damn
all others of smaller caliber as being unsporting. In fact, they show a heat and
venom quite unknown to the smallbore
addict, leaving him wondering what all
the fuss can be about.
It is this curious inner rage-in some
respects like the rabies of the canine
wor1d-sho~fn for the Small Bore by the
Big Bore that forms the subject of this
article. Before a positive hatred of this
magnitude can be generated there must
be deep-rooted forces of great intensity
at work. I have known of a man who
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wrote a whole book of bitter attacks on
smallbore practitioners. Obviously it
was intended in some inscrutable way
to get his own back, to re-instate himselt
in his own esteem.
Perhaps this case conceals a clue
worth following up. He projected his
jet of venom against the .220 Swift in
particular. He argued .that because a
friend of his had fired at a wounded
buck at 20 paces, and the .220 had
failed to kill, the .220 was not a suitable
rifle for the killing of deer. No word,
be it noted, where the bullet struck or
even if it hit the buck at all. That spotlights my allusion to the canine rabiesnature of these attacks in no uncertain
fashion. Using 3; telescopic sight and
shooting at the neck, I have found the
.220 Swift 48-grain bullet with a muzzle velocity of 4150 feet per second beyond compare for country where a shot
clear of obstruction and where the prone
position can be used. Nothing could
surpass it, or, I venture to say, join the
same class. Anyone who denies this has
either failed to zero his rifle properlyfor Scottish red deer it should be on the
dot. at 220 yards-or he suffers from
some defect and should see a specialist
or something.
Similarly when it comes to big game.
The argument here is that the small caliber often wounds and loses game where
the large bullet kills. This is a very at-

a time fell under their sway.
I bought myself a double .4 50;'400
hammerless ejector first grade rifle by
Daniel Fraser of Edinburgh. I knew
Fraser well and often fired his heavy
pieces on his regulating range. In fact,
he tried to persuade me to have a monstrous double .577 in place of the .400
but I thought the latter would serve my
purpose all right.
It fired 60 grains of cordite behind
a 400-grain bullet in each barrel and I
thought that if I wired the two triggers
together I would get the equivalent of
120 grains of cordite pushing 800 grains
of bullet. This seemed near enough to
the 900-grain bullet and 100 grains of
cordite of the .600, or the 750-grain
bullet and 80 grains of cordite of the
.577, to convince me whether there was
anything to this big stuff or not. As
well. as the .450/.400, I acquired a Magnum Mauser Rigby .416 four-shot magazine rifle with their own design of steeljacketed bullet drawn so that the metal
in the nose-end was very thick. At the
same time I had my .303 ten-shot, the
.275 Rigby Mauser, and the meat-providing .256 Gibbs Mannlicher. Whether
the newly acquired .400 double or the
.416 Mauser failed me or not, I was
still adequately armed. Thus equipped,
I left for the hunting grounds.
Let me say right away that they all
killed dead. All rifles using proper bul-

.256 Mannlicher·Schoenauer. Weight 7 pounds

.275 Rigby Light Model.

tractive proposition much favored by
the Big Bore school. When they quote
the striking energy in foot pounds, it
becomes almost irresistible. The weight
of the piece, the size of the cartridge,
the noise it makes, and the cost of it
all, quite overcome the totally .inexperienced man or those of naturally
weak reasoning powers.
Of course, it must be recognized that
some of the very finest of craftsmanship goes into these heavy weapons.
They are things of entrancing beauty
and have an attraction quite apart from
their utility as killers. I myself once on
28

Weight 6 34 pounds

lets do. None kill deader than dead because they can't. But there are other
considerations.
The double .400 with its gold-washed
locks weighed ten poundS. It carried,
or rather you carried, ,two barrels to do
the work of one. The noise of a discharge, especially of both barrels together, was disturbing to a great extent
of country. Also, a discharge seemed
to be more alarming to game, whether
by waves of air pounding them or merely by cracking their sensitive ear drums
I do not know. The ammunition was
nowhere obtainable away from its place

of origin, and it was heavy and costly.
Finally, you did not like to use such
hard-to-come-by cartridges in mere practice.
Here the Double-Barrelled Bores always bring in their favorite argument
about having a much quicker second
shot than that of the magazine rifle. All
I say to that is that it is possible to fire
a second barrel slightly quicker than to
do the same from a light bolt-action rifle, but whereas the former will be a
shot into the blue, owing to the disturbance of aim of the first discharge, the
latter will be a properly aimed shotinto a second victim more than likely.
That is how bags are made.
A strong. D.B.B.B.

I remember meeting up with a wellknown Double Barrel Big Bore at" a
river crossing. His particular weakness
was for double .500's. These come in
between the .470 and .475's and the
.577 and the .600's. It was the dry
season and all the elephant in creation
seemed to be gathered in the still-green
swamps. All the country away from
the river had been burned off and nothing you could do to those enormous
herds would induce them to leave the
shelter of the high grass (ten to twelve
feet) .
The great burly D.B.B.B. seemed very
discontented with things in general, in
fact he was in a slow-motion simmering
fury. It appeared that his boys had
struck at swimming the river-it was
really an arm of the Upper Nile and
full of crocks-and had actually refused
to mount a raft the B.B. had had made
for their transport. This filled the Big
Bore with fury. But they weren't such
fools, those boys.. They knew perfectly
well that the wood used in the raft
would not float, as the B.B. found when
he launched it with some of his loads on
board.
I had been doing pretty well with my
light rifles at this swamp hunting, just
having had 15 head of bull-stuff on two
consecutive days. I was feeling pretty
good, and as I had some whisky I asked
the hunter to have a drink while I told
my very experienced gang to give a hand
with getting my rival hunter's boys and
gear across.
Over our drinks a mellowed B.B.
confided with many curses that his rifles
-two D.B. . 500's-knocked him tail
over tip off the ant heaps or elephant
bodies every time he fired them. As he
looked a burly sort of beggar, I suggested his rifles might be too light. This
set him off. Too light, he roared, try
humping them through long grass and
you'll soon find them too bloody heavy.
"Why not try a light smallbore?" I
asked him. "What do you use?" he
THE AMERICAN RIFLEMAN

asked. I showed him the modest little
.275. "Hell, I wouldn't use a ruddy
popgun like that", he declared. But
when he saw the proceeds of the .275
in actual ivory, 60 tusks, and I told him
they were the result of two days' huntmg, he began to think hard.
Was that convincing?
\Vas he convinced? No! You cannot penetrate the hide of a confirmed,
fully adult Big Bore. Catch an immature one and he will at least trv out the
smallbores. But once the skin 11as hardened into a shell, no proof, however
convincing. stands a chance of being
even considered.
In this high-grass hunting, where to
see at all you must have some means of
at least br'inging your eyes level with the
thinner tops of the grass, the recoil of
your rifle becomes of vital importance.
Often the only eminence sufficientlv
the carcass of a slain elephant,
high
espeCially that of a brain-shot kneeling
one. You run quickly up his bent-up
foreleg onto the highest point of his
back, often with the thumps of his stillbeating heart throbbing through the
sales of your light shoes. From this
vantage point great lines of heads and
tops of backs will be discovered, sometimes quite near you. These great herds
are making so much noise, belching and
what-not,. that the report of a .256,
7 mm., or .303 passes unnoticed by the
maJor~ty of the herd, resulting only in
a partial movement.
Although the target is so presented,
with the important bulls standing well
above the cow-stuff, care must still be
exercised. Only the brain-shot is feasible, generally speaking. But close inspection, especially with the binoculars,
which should never be absent from the
hunter's person, will show that the path
of the bullet is cluttered up with the
ql1lte strong grass stalks.
As everyone knows, even one of these
pests will deflect a light high-velocity
bullet but one of the old heavy rounclnosed solids, travelling not faster than

is
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An interesting rifle built on a 1903 Springfield action
has interchangeable barrels, one .30-'06 and one .318

2,400 feet per second, will sedately pursue the course entrusted to it by the
hunter and a clean kill will ensue to' the
satisfaction of all concerned.
All rules have this in common-they
are subject to the exception. I once
killed an elephant with a high-velocity
.280 solid by the heart shot at 600 yards.
Normally the distance for this shot
would be from 20 to 100 yards. The
pointed abomination had lost nlOst of
its superfluous velocity.
Yet one more instance of the utter
futility of supposing that the shocking
power of the rifle used has anything to
do with its killing power.

a 12-bore shotgun. Elephant were numerous and native trackers able and
keen.
He left at ·dawn and returned next
day having spent the night in the bush.
He took forty rounds with him and returned with none. He swore he had
put all forty into the same elephant.
The case of this particular man could
not be passed off as one of inexperience
nor could his guts be queried. As stout
a fellow as could be found, as his later
exploits proved to the hilt, he said hc
fired at close range. Knowing the country, I can well. believe him. He told us
that at first there was plenty of blood
spoor but that this tended to diminish
as time and the battle went on. How
Strong man, big gun
I happened to be staying with the like some of the old hunters' encounters
it sounds, where, if you found a suitable /
District Officer of a very wild, backward
area. There was a detachment of troops bull in the morning, it occupied you
under a white officer. This man was a fully to get him do)Vn by evening by
young, splendid-looking chap and he pouring into his body 4-, 8-, 10-, or 12had ambitions anent the elephant, in bore bullets driven by enormous charges
.
pursuit whereof he had acquired a very of powder.
All
the
same,
and
laying aside all prejbeautiful double .600.
udice,
I
am
still
wondering
where those
The day he left we both thought he
would be successful. The man was six forty 900-grain slugs ended up. As I
feet four inches, and broad yet lean, and have before remarked, even a .600 will
cheeked the .600 about as if it had been kill and we know from the presence of
blood spoor that some bullets must have
found a billet in the elephant. Yet that
elephant simply vanished. Never was
-his body found. He must have been
a ghost, if ghosts have blood.
'vVith some 150 to 200 men and
\~omen depending solely on a couple of
.2S6 Gibbs. Weight 7 pounds
nfles for food and footwear; beer and
'baccy-for all could be bartered for
meat - ruggedness of construction
seemed to me to be the greatest asset.
To get a repair effected would havc
taken at least three months by.foot-runner to the coast even if an armorer could
Rigby double-barrel rifle. Weight
have been found willing and able to do
10'14 pounds
it. So it will be seen how vitally important it was to keep the battery in
working order.
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The best way to do so was to have
everything of the simplest and most robust description possible. As the military anns of the various nations are the
most highly developed of any, having
had more thought, time, and money
spent on them than would be possible
on any commercial arm, I chose from
the start to pin my faith on the .303,
the 7 mm. Mauser, and the .256 Mannlicher. These arms formed the backborie
• on which all depended. Similar remarks
apply to their cartridges.
In pursuit of this ideal of simplicity,
only one plain, open V backsight of
very robust construction with plenty of
metal was used on the .303 and 7 mm.
. Mauser. I used to file down the V so
that the full ivory bead covered the
group of shots at 80 yards. In this kind
of hunting it is important to always use
the full bead as this is the only amount
that remains constant. If you start
monkeying about with just the top of
the bead appearing in the bottom of the
V, then in poor light your shot will go
high as you will unconsciously take more
of it.
Whenever I had to do any file cutting, and it was surprising how often
you wanted to alter the profile or the
width of the backsight, then the whole
backsight was heated to a dull red and
quenched in vegetable oil or ground nut.
This was a quite adequate substitute for
bluing and could be renewed at will.
On the .256 there were the usual iron
sight leaves for 100, 200, and 300 yards.
As at first I got only soft-nosed bullets,
this rifle was used exclusively for providing meat. Without experiencing it,
no one would credit the amount of buck
meat a hundred boys could consume besides having ;yl the elephant meat they
could carry off.
Buck game was quite unmolested and
in parts was still in countless numbers.
It was nothing out of the way for the
.256 to slay 15 or 20 buck handy to
camp for their meat and for rawhide
saddles for the donkey ivory-packers.

Solid steel-covered bullet

It must not be thought that I had any
facilities for experimenting with different loads for my rifles. They just had
to be content with the military load
worked out by the various armies concerned. It was just pure good luck that
the bullets with their considerable
weight, their round noses, and their
moderate velocities proved in practice
to be so well suited to the job.
The .303 with its 215-grain bullet
(with a muzzle velocity of about 21 00
feet per second), the 173-grain 7 mm.
bullet (muzzle velocity. 2300 feet per
second), and the .256 Mannlicher with
its 154-grain bullet (muzzle velocity
2200 feet per second), were just about
perfect for the job.
When it came to testing the larger
bores against these small, handy, light,
and deadly rifles with which I had already'been so successful, it was almost
certain that their imperfections would
stand out vividly.
First of all their weight, to a man
who habitually carried his rifle, seemed
excessive and unnecessary. The .416
Rigby was certainly a grand killer and
showed great penetration and true
course-holding ability. It was handy
too, and well balanced, and did not
seem its weight.
In fad, it was only when you had
been toting it through the bush for
eight hours or so that you began to say;
"Why the hell am I carrying this heavy
brute around when it kills no deader
than the .303 or .275?" That would be
when you had reached the stage where
you carried the thing on your shoulder,

.416 Rigby.

Weight 10 pounds

.303 Lee-Metford la-shot.
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Weight 7'/2 pounds

hflnd grasping the barrel near the muzzle, the hot steel cutting you in two.
Weight 9Y2 pounds. Too heavy. Muzzle velocity 2300 feet per second. Bolt
travel too long.
.
But I can well imagine what confidence those four great cartridges with
their steel-coated jackets would inspire
in a beginner in high grass or dense
bush. It was only that I had begun
with the smallbores, and had been convinced of their deadliness, that I looked
on the larger calibers with such a critical eye. Per~hance had I started with
such weapons I might now find myself
among the Big Bores or even among the
elite, the Double-Barrelled Big Bores.
A lot depends on what rifle you begin
with and whether you are successful
with it or not.
The double .450/.400 suffered from
soft-jacketed bullets. Although completely metal covered, they often collapsed. The jacket did not break up but
the lead squeezed out at the base. I
think it undoubtedly became melted
by the heat generated when passing
through skin, muscle, and tissue. I
think, also, that the solid base of the
soft-nosed bullet explains its astonishing penetration. As it seems quite impossible to devise a totally enclosed lead
filling for a bullet, it would seem that
the next step would be to use a homogeneous brass or Monel metal bullet.
\Vith both triggers of the doublebarrel .400 wired together the result on
the animal was just the same as from
a 173-grain slug from the 7 mm., al·though the firer was left in a sort of
shock-drunk state. You were firing 120
grains of cordite behind 800 grains of
bullet from a ten-pound rifle. For a second or two you were off balance and in
no condition to select another target
and to fire an aimed shot in spite of
having braced yourself for the coming
explosion.
In case anyone is crazy enough to
wish to repeat this experiment, I would
like to warn him that it is no easy'
matter to get the two barrels to go off
together. As a result of the construction
of these mighty pieces, the recoil is
partly reduced by the bend in the stock.
This tends to throw the muzzles up. It
will be readily understood that the
merest fraction of time difference in the
fall of the strikers results in the second
shot going much higher than the first.
Altogether an abomination, these
doubles.
Then coming down the scale we
reach the .318 with its four-diameter
250-grain bullet. This is a killer. It
holds its course through almost anything and is superior in this respect to
all other bullets I have tried. For ob-
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Small bores versus. big bores
lique shots into large animals it is quite
the best (muzzle velocity 2400 feet
per second). Cartridge about the same
length as .30-'06. Could be shorter with
advantage. Also requires more shoulder
on cartridge case. I have a .318 weighing seven pounds ten ounces exactly,
when empty. The deadliest weapon of
the push bolt type known to me. It is
quite sufficiently pleasant to fire in the
standing position, and is heavy enough
to keep the arm muscles in trim for
standing shooting when carried all day.
The .303 British Mark VI round~
nose 2l5-grain solid. The rifle has
many advantages. It is light-can be
6% pounds. Stock is bolted to action
through grip and can hardly be broken,
although it may work loose and requires
a very long turnscrew to tighten it.
By continuous working of bolt smeared
with very fine emery powder, bolt can
be brought to a fine polished performance. With its ten-shot magazine, a
, very useful hard-working and efficient
rifle. Can hardly be stopped functioning by mud or sand.
A seven-pound rifle empty, .275 (7
mm.) Rigby Mauser. Muzzle velocity
2300 feet per second, 173-grain bullet.
The scierttist's rifle par excellence.
Weight can be 6% pounds. A delightful
companion with its German D.W.M.made bullet, it killed over 800 head of
large bull elephants. Its· diameter to
length of bullet and its rather pointed
round-nose bullet gave it extraordinary
penetration. Its true course-holding
quality- very good except in extreme
conditions as when firing for the brain in
elephant from behind-an extremely
severe test. Out performed by the .250grain. 318 in this case alone. Bullet may
be required to enter at an angle of 20
degrees from body axis. The least deflection· cannot be tolerated as brain is
presented in least favorable aspect. Bullet has thinnish hide, heavy muscle,
thinnish bone to contend with but all
at 20 degrees angle. Failure to connect
with brain one in three. Human error
say 50%. Misses due to deflection say
one in four. Similar figures for. 318, say
one in 3Yz. I never saw a mangled or
bent 7 mm. bullet, possibly because
most of them had passed on whistling
as they went. An inspiring little rifle,
requiring knowledge of anatomy and
exact pointing.
.256 Mannlicher and :256 Mannlich·
er-Schoenauer. Here we are approaching the limit of safety, in diameter to
length, for long traverses in heavy game.
These long narrow four-diameter bullets
bend into the most extraordinary hooklike shapes and this oddity of theirs inevitably brings under suspicion their
true course-holcling properties. I must
S<lY I only once failed to kill the animal
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NOSLER PARTITION JACKET BULLETS

These bullets can be con.sidered as two bullets in one. One for explosive
action and one for deep penetration. They are constructed with two lead
cores covered by a gilding metal jacket and separatlld by a wall or
partition near the center. In action, the front lead practically disintegrates, creating tremendous shock. The rear half, with the' front
jacket folded back over it, has increased the diameter appro imately
double, having ample weight and stability to penetrate deep. This
controlled expansion principle has proven very dependable. The gilding
metal is thin and very soft around the point, to aid quick expansion.
. The relieved belt around the bullet is bore diameter, and is around the
partition, eliminating solid uncushioned metal being forced through the
rifling. Actual photo to right of 200 gr. NPJ
bullet taken from wild· bull, after breaking shouljers. Fired at 50 ft. from .300 Weatherby Mag.
.30 CAL.-SEE YOUR DEALER, OR ORDER DIRECT.

150 gr. soft point spitzer
180 gr. soft point spitzer
200 gr. semi spitzer

$4.50 box 50
$5.00 box 50
$5.00 box 50

JOHN A. NOSLER, 382 Wightman Street, Ashland, Oregon

TEN GAUGE MAGNUM' ):
T~~

~

LOW, LOW PRICE OF ONLY $219.50

America's largest selection of to·gauge 31/2" Magnum DoUbles, quality built by
Joseph Saive of Belgium, master gunmaker. High grade forged steel barrels in 30 or
Matted rib. multiple locks, ilutomatic safety, positive extractors, double triggers,
French Walnut forend and stock, fine checkering. ALSO AVAILABLE: Saive Model 88 .404
Jeffrey Magnum bolt action rifle, suitable for World's most dangerous game, 5000 ft/lbs
energy, yet weighs only 81/4 Ibs. A smashing killer, priced at $295.00. Saive Model 77 fullstocked carbine, built for those who love the finest, comes in 6.5, 7 & 8mm, .30-'06 & 9.3x62mm,
hand-made, neat clean lines, beautifully engraved, can be had as sport rifle • • . your "Dream'·
gun, $275.00. NEW: Trap Special M ....del 7.11, scoop rib, hand-reamed choke, fast crisp trigger,
perfect balance, elaborately engraved, a bargain at $195.00.
Send for details and illustrations.

32".
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HARRY R. SOHNS COMPANY
GRAFTON, WISCONSIN

Importers of Fine Guns

I

-~------------------------------MAKE A

FISHERMAN

HAPPY THIS XMAS

UHI! 'hihfl!d'

for thi~ HOYT

Il!athl!r gun l!a~1!1I

_ . _ with this really IJerfect Creel. We honestly
feel this is the flnest Creel on the market. Made of
heavy duck with Nylon mesh ventilators on each
side. It is practical. but not cumbersome. Creel
snaps open with one hand. Has add itional extra·
large zilJper lJocket and three small snap pockets;
adjustable shoulder strap. Vinyl lined. for easy
cleaning. Only $6.50 PlJd. (Californians add 3%
Sales Tax.) Satisfaction guaranteed.

Just what any hunter
would like to find under the Christmas tree
- a Boyt Leuther Gun
Cas e. B e c a use it' s
leather, it's a great value - withstands hard
use, heat. cold, moisture-provides top gun
protection. Finest
craftsmanship - a case
to be proud of. See
your dealer. For FREE
folder of sporting
goods, send· coupon.

CALIFORNIA HOLIDAY HOUSE
6450 Whittier Blvd.

Los Angeles, CalifornIa

POLAR BEAR SAFARIS
1955- Thi,d Successful Yea, -1955

$1250-ALL EXPENSES-$1250
30 days in Arctic Circle
7 departures from June to September

UNIVERSITY-WOR,LO TRAVEl SERVICE
Bloomington.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••0

Indiana

THE BOYT CO .. DEPT. 6S
DES MOINES. IOWA

Get our fREE Sooklet-"HOW TO SELECT
GEIGER & SCINTILLATION COUNTERS." In·
forl1Jation on proper instruments for prospecting-ore recognition charts.....:how to file
claims, etc. Prices on complete line, Geiger,
Scintillation Counters, $39.95 & up. Pro,·
pect for uranium fortunes..Write now.
DEALERS INVITED.

Please send free copy
of new Boyt folder
featuring gun cases
and shooters' supplies.
Name

..

Address

..

5060 HOLLYWOOD BLVD., Dept. B M
LOS ANGELES 27, CALIfORNIA
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New •.• Exclusive
FLASH CONTROL CYLINDER
PATENT5 APPLIED FOR

Iver Johnson
Armsworth

22 cal. Model 855

The latest and most
advanced, improvement
in handguns in years,

I fired at with the ,256 and that was due
to a misfire because of a faulty rounel.
- I once had a carbine MannlicherSchoenauer 20" barrel down to 5Y2 Ibs.
with a hollowed out walnnt stock that
was simply lightning for the brain shot
on elephant. I believe a homogeneous
Monel bullet might overcome the bending propensities of the lead-filled bullet
even in .256 caliber. It would certainly
be stiffer. Once that is overcome the
thing is perfect as far as bullet goes.
The bolt action could be improved.
The delay between striker release and
firing of cartridge is much too long for
good off-the-shoulder work from wobbly
or insecure stances.

Write for Descriptive Folder

See the difference flensoldt
roof-prism construction
makes in size, handy shape,
brilliance of view and sharp
definition. Sturdy, weatherproof models of 6 to 30 magnification. At leading dealers.
Write for literature
CARL ZEISS, INC., 485 Fifth Ave., New York 17
MADE IN WEST ·GERMANY

Good word-for .30-'06
The ,30-'06., I regret to say, ne"er
IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS & CYCLE WORKS
came my way so I cannot speak of it
917 RIVER STREET, FITCHBURG, MASS
from experience on African game. But
coming as it does between ,275 and
.318, it might well prove to be the
ideal caliber, large enough in diameter
to resist bending, heavy enough to
~ Season's greetings ~ hold a true course, and with sufficient
~ See your Canjar Dealer for'" density to give good penetration. The
new short version, the .308, with a
~ sure-to-pt'eafse gun a,cfces- ~ suitable bullet may yet prove to be the
~
sory gi ts or yourse or ~ answer to the hunter's prayer. Sufficient
~ your friends.
~ diameter, enough penetration with no
bending, is a specification that would
D:::e~ ~~~n ~;;o. answer others' than the hunter's dream.
There IS a simple test for bullets suitable' for kIlling large game. It should
never be less than four times its diameter in length and should have a short
round-nose POll1t and long parallel
sides. Its jacket should be of steel of a
thickness that will keep it together
through any going, however tough. Or
it should be of homogeneous metal.
Granted these conditions, let the Big
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
Bores choose their own caliber.
It would be interesting to speculate on
THALSON SHOT SHELL LOADER
50 I what sort of punch such cartridges
Complete for one gauge
.
I would give.
Extra gauges
513.50
I
Take a .475. I suppose its bullet
C-H Magnum Press, Complete....... $50.00
C-H Chrome Plated Dies, per set... $13.50 I
would measure maybe I Y2 or two
Pacific Standard Tool, Complete
$39.95 I
diameters 111 length, weighing 500
Pacific Super Tool, Complete
$49.95 I
Pacific Dies, Plated, per set
$13.50
grains. A bullet to measure four diamWe c~rry a Complete Line of I eters would therefore weigh somewhere
SIERRA and SPEER Bullets as well I about 1,000 grains. Although it would
as Factory Bullets.
I
..1 be an adequate killer, the Big Bore
school can have it-it would kill at both
ends.
Yet another bone to pick with the
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beautiful DEERSKIN GLOVES, Jackets,
Vests. Moccasins & Wallets.
that smallbores wound when they do
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~OSEPH BRUCHAC, Taxidermist
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to die a lingering death-a favorite
<Located 2 miles north ot Saratoga.
phrase this-whereas a large caliber
Open from 9 A.M. to 9 P.M. durine
December.) Phone 118.
bullet ca uses such a wide area of destruction that the animal is more likely
tOI die ..
But it must notbe overlooked that the
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directed shot "al~o, and anyhow with
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large, there is no excuse for wounding
to enter into the question. Any longrange stuff is out of place· on these
animals.
We now come to what I would take
to Africa if I h'Jd to go through the
whole thing again under the same set of
conditions.
I would base my battery on a Winchester .308 Model 70 burning a cartridge loaded with a homogeneous
bronze or Monel metal bullet ,of the
form as worked out by Kohlbacker. At
the same time, I would have a .318
barrel to fit the same stock and a supply
of 250-grain solid conventional leadfilled steel-jacketed bullets, just in case
any unforeseen snags arose from the use
of homogeneous bullets in the .308.
My reasons for choosing the. 308 are
that it most nearly meets the elephant
hunter's dream-sufficient penetration
with no bending.
My reason for preferring the .308
case is because it is shorter than the. 30·
'06 M2. My only really close calls in
hunting African game have come from
the too long bolt travel of bolt-action
rifles and from firing at very close range
into elephant with the body shot in
very thick stuff when they were facing
me. They launch themselves straight
ahead when hit in the heart and they
are as likely as not to tangle you up in
their legs.
The greatest menace

The too-long bolt is I think the greatest menace a man has to face in African
hunting. My own experiences happened
with rhino in long grass. \Vith sighting
ranges of three yards or so, the backward bolt travel is liable to be cut
prematurely. The empty case is not
ejected but reinserted in the barrel and
you have a misfire at contact range.
A thing I miss very much in the
modernized copies of the Mauser boltaction is the cut-out thumb slot on
the left side of the .action body. This
thumb recess was probably intended to
help the thumb press down a c1ipload
of cartridges into the magazine. In the
field I found it suited me for the loading of single cartridges with the left
hand holding the light rifle and the
thumb pressing the single cartridge
down into the magazine, and the right
hand extracting a round from the belt.
This could be done while the eye remained on the· game.
I have tried out these homogeneous
bullets in brass on Scottish red deer and
on an African buffalo's head and from its
performance I feel sure it would probably knock all ordinary bullets right out
of the field.
Instead of going back with the old
Four Bores and Eight Bores of the
last· century, I would go forward and
form a new school of bores-The Homogeneous or All Metal Bores.
~ ~ ~
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